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WOMEN’S ECONOMIC 
EMPOWERMENT 

Letter from the editors

Money is power; or so we have made it. No matter 
how we feel about money personally collectively 
we have made it one of the most important ways 
to determine who has power and who does not. 
Hence, economic empowerment is crucial in 
ensuring women are not abused by the power 
dynamic created between the two genders.

With the “Women belong in the kitchen.” notion 
we have had going on for centuries, we ensured 
that men have the monetary higher ground. This 
has left women at a huge disadvantage, exposing 
them to economic abuse. Some of these women, 
however, decided not just to get themselves 
out of this mess, but to bring out other women 
in the same economic standing as them. In this 
edition, we talked to Yitawek Timret, a women’s 
association on Woreda level, doing wonders to 
help women help themselves.

In our Feminism 101 section, we bring to you the 
definition of feminism from the perspective of 
Yitawek Timret. In our Ask a Feminist section, 
we invite you to read the interview we did with 
Yitawek Timret General Manager Teyiba Yasin. As 
always we have our News and Opinions section 
with all the gender related news of the month and 
our Yours Truly section talking about modern day 
patriarchy from the perspective of a high-school
student living in Addis. 

It is a good contrast to the focus of our July 
edition: shedding light on two of the many forms 
patriarchy takes in Ethiopia

 Enjoy your  reading and leave us your comments 
here.
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Back Story

Working in the informal sector is a difficult experience in and of itself. Add gender 
to the equation and you get the lives of women in Ethiopia working in the informal 
sector of the economy.

These women lack recognition from the government for the work that they do. As 
a result, they lack protection from law enforcement. In some cases they are even 
harassed and ridiculed by those in power. This happens as the people in charge 
are under no obligation to recognize the women by law, and as they reflect the bias 
they personally have.

The general public is also discriminatory of the women, as they are most usually in 
the lower economic status. They are mistreated by customers and employees alike. 
But what is most painful is how the women’s cases are not given proper dues by 
women’s rights movements.

Even if we think we are inclusive, we still have a whole lot more to go with our 
feminism.That is why in this issue, we are talking about women in the informal sector 
and how they have organized unions to protect themselves.

“ “

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeTyv2fRSrwJkZCCA2MIbzu-rm70kysBE8g7y9ecisVgi9Zeg/viewform
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FEMINISM
 101

For this Issue of Ask a Feminist 
section, we have interviewed 
Teyiba Yasin – the General 
Manager of Yitawek Timret. 
Yitawek Timret is a grassroots 
women’s organization that aims 
to empower Ethiopian women 
in the economic and political 
sphere. Our Feminism 101, was 
also inspired by the feminism 
lived by the women within this 
organization. In a community 
that disregards women’s efforts 
and ties their values to domestic 
roles, the organization is built on 
understanding the intersectional 

and diverse roles and realities of 
women. The feminism of Yitawek 
Timret is based on a sisterhood 
that foresees a society that 
respects and values women, as 
much as they respect and value 
each other. In the words of Teyiba, 

“Feminism is a future where equal 
opportunities for all, regardless of 

gender, is possible.”
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News and Opinion News and Opinion

Norwegian handball team fined for not wearing a bikini
During the European Beach Handball Championships, the Norwegian women’s beach 
handball team was fined for opting for shorts instead of the typical bikini bottoms.
The European Handball Federation had said it fined the Norway team for its choice of kit 
during their recent bronze medal match against Spain in Bulgaria because the players’ 
shorts were “not according to the athlete uniform regulations.”
 [1]

Gender-based Attack on women rising in Pakistan
Noor Mukadam, 27, was beaten repeatedly, jumped from a window but was dragged back, 
beaten again, and finally beheaded. A childhood friend has been charged with her killing.
A series of attacks on women in Pakistan, such gender-based assaults are on the rise as 
the country barrels toward greater religious extremism, women rights activists say. The 
majority of women who are victims of such violence are among the country’s poor and 
middle classes, and their deaths are often not reported or, when they are, often ignored.
Pakistan’s Parliament this month failed to pass a bill that seeks to protect women from 
violence at home, including attacks by a husband. Instead, it approaches traditional 
ideologies to weigh in on the measure. It is remembered the council that previously said it 
was ok for a husband to beat his wife.
Data collected from domestic violence hotlines across the country showed a 200% increase 
in domestic violence between January and March last year, according to a Human Rights 
Watch report released earlier this year. The numbers were even worse after March, when 
COVID-19 lockdowns began, according to the report.
Last September, a senior police officer blamed a woman who was ambushed and gang-
raped in front of her two children, saying she should not have been traveling at night and 
without a man. Such remarks reflect an increase in ultraconservative and even extremist 
religious values in Pakistan, said Amir Rana of the Pakistan Institute of Peace Studies.
 [2]
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https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-57967486
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/brutal-honor-killing-spotlights-violence-against-women-in-pakistan-01627666943
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YO U R S
T R U LY

I have a lot of anger in my heart. A lot of resentment. But today 
I come with an open mind. I’m putting all the hate on the side 
to ask this question: Does the patriarchy exist? The first time 
my friend told me that it doesn’t, my blood’s boiling point 
reached it’s maximum limit. All I wanted was to gauge out her 
eyeballs and scream at her. “How dare you say this?” Even the 
most misogynistic men I know do not deny it’s existence unless 
they’re completely delusional.

Today, when I put up a pole on my Instagram story, I didn’t do 
it because I knew I was going to write for a feminist blog. All I 
wanted was to have an insight on how people view this topic 
and to have something to discuss about with my friends at 
the women’s club in my school. I’m glad I put it up because 
the responses I got really opened up my eyes. Practically, the 
patriarchy shouldn’t exist. Not in a “Men suck; hence, they 
should not lead.” way but in “Women really work twice as hard 
as men but still don’t get to be the head of the household or 
have bigger positions as much as men do purely due to the fact 
that they are women.”

It got me thinking—the patriarchy did exist in practicality in the 
old days. Women weren’t even allowed to own property let alone 
be the head of a house hold. They didn’t get the chance to work 
with men, own a bank account, drive, or do a lot of other things 
that we can do today because we were born in this generation 
where we can enjoy the fruits of the sacrifices a lot women have 
made in the past. We have rights and also affirmative actions to 
make us feel better or for whatever reason they have given us. 

Does patriarchy 
exist?

Yours truly 
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These days, particularly in the cities and 
urban areas, the patriarchy doesn’t exist in 
ways where women don’t have rights as 
much as men do because we mostly do 
whatever men can do. Now, the patriarchy 
has taken a different form. Putting aside 
the fact that we don’t even think about 
the women living in rural areas or places 
where a woman isn’t even considered as 
her own person. And our major problem 
being all the harmful cultures and traditions 
that we call ‘norms,’ which have made us 
submissive human beings being forced 
to be behind a man and never take the 
lead or even be beside him. Even if we 
don’t want to submit we are threatened by 
religion and the fear of not being accepted 
by society. Yeah!

We’re still in a time when everything is 
determined by the Male’s gaze. Abuse is 
romanticized, opinions of a women are 
demonized, and we’re not far from the era 
where a woman existing is considered a 
threat. At this time in existence where 
we have all the freedom in the world we 
are still being toned down by harmful 
traditions and being threatened by our 
beliefs. The patriarchy has been rooted in 
us—in our deepest, darkest core. Now it is 
in the form of internalized misogyny, the 
Male gaze, awful stereotypes on women, 
toxic masculinity and many more practices 

that are considered okay and normal. 
Everything we do is for male approval 
even those who aren’t attracted to men 
seek male validation because we grew up 
being told that we need it to survive. 

The good news? We don’t need male 
validation to survive. We just      think we 
need it because it has become part of our 
lifestyle for too long. I could talk about this 
the whole day if I got the chance but this 
is enough for now. I will finish my blog with 
the following thought: the patriarchy exists 
and it’s sitting there making us forget what 
we’re worth. But wait and see, me and my 
sisters are going to tear it down.
 
-Elshalom Belete

Yours truly 

YOURS TRULY 

ASK A FEMINIST
ወ/ሮ ጠይባ ያሲን 
(የይታወቅ ጥምረት ዋና ሰብሳቢ )

1.	 እራስሽን	እና	በጥምረት	ድርጅት	ውስጥ	ስላለሽ	
ቦታ	ለአንባብዎቻችን	ብታስተዋውቂልን:

እኔ ጠይባ ያሲን እባላለው። የይታወቅ ጥምረት ዋና ሰብሳቢ 
ነኝ። በጥምረት ውስጥ በዋና ሰብሳቢነት ሳገለግል አሁን አራተኛ 
አመቴ ነው። 

2.	 ስለ	ድርጅታችሁ	እስቲ	ትንሽ	ንገሪኝ:	

ይታወቅ ጥምረት በአዲስ አበባ ውስጥ የሚገኝ የራስ-አገዝ 
ቡድኖች ጥምረት ነው። የሴቶችን የፖለቲካ እና የእኮኖሚ 
ተጠቃሚነንትን የሚያጎለብትና ለሰላም እና ለፍትህ የቆመ  
ድርጅት ነው። ከዚህ በተጨማሪ ደግሞ ስለማህበራዊ 
ሕይወት፣ ስለጤና፣ ስለትምህርት ከመንግስት አካላት ጋር 
ትብብር በማድረግ እነዚህ ጉዳዮች ትኩረት እንዲሰጣቸው እና 
እንዲፈፀሙ ያደርጋል።

3.	 በዋነኛት	 ትኩረት	 ሰጥታችሁ	 የምታግዟቸው	
ሴቶች	ምን	ይመስላሉ?	

እኛ እታች የራስ- አገዝ ቡድን ውስጥ ካለችው ሴት ነው 
የምንጀምረው። በአንድ አካባቢ ከ 15 - 20 የሚገኙ ሴቶችን 
በኢኮኖሚ በተመሳሳይ ሁኔታ ላይ የሚገኙ፣ በሃይማኖት 
እና በብሄር ሳይከፋፍል በቁጠባ እንዲደራጁ እናደጋለን። 
ከቁጠባቸው ጎን ለጎን በሳምንት አንዴ ሲገናኙ ስላአካባቢያቸው 
እና ደህንነታቸው ይወያያሉ። ከነሱ እና ከኛ ከጥምረት መሃል 
ህብረት አለ። ይህ ደግሞ በአካባው ጥቃት በሚደርስባቸው 

ሴቶች ዙርያ ከፖሊስ አካላት፣ ከወረዳ፣ እና ከክፍለከተማ ጋር 
በመሆን ለነሱ መልስ ለማግኘት ይሰራል። 

4.	 የናንተ	 ድርጅት	 የምታግዟቸው	 ሴቶች	 ህይወት	
እንዴት	ቀይሮታል?	

እኔ ከራሴ ጀምሬ ልነግርሽ እችላለው። መናገር እና መስራት 
እየቻልኩ ወጥቼ ስሰራ እቤቴ የጎደለውን ነበር የማየው። እናም 
እራሴን ዝቅ አርጌ ነው እንጂ ማየው ወጥቼ ሰርቼ የሚለውን 
አላስብም ነበር። አሁን አብዛኞቹ ሴቶች፣ ከራስ-አገዝም ጀምሮ፣ 
እስከ 30 - 40 ሺህ ድረስ ቆጥበው የሚነግዱ አንዳንዶች ደግሞ 
ከራሳቸው አልፎ ለሌሎች የሚተርፉ ሆነዋል። ድሮ ከልጆቻችን 
ዳቦ ቀምተን 25 ሳንቲም ቆጥበን የት እንደርሳለን የሚሉትም 
አሁን ጥቅሙን ተረድተውታል። 

5.	 በምትሰሩት	 ስራ	 ላይ	 መሰናክል	 የሚሆንባችሁ	
ነገር	ምንድነው?	

አንደኛው መሰናክል የሆንብን እውቅና ማጣት ነው። መንግስት 
እንደሌሎቹ የሴት ማህበራት እና ፎረሞች ለጥምረት እውቅና 
ሰጠን ማለት በሀገር አቀፍ ደረጃ ፣ እኛ አዲስ አበባ እንዳለነው 
አዳማ፣ አዋሳ፣ ቢሾፍቱ፣ ደብረማርቆስ ወዘተ ላሉ ለራስ-አገዝ 
እና ሕብረት ቡድኖች  እንዲሰሩ እውቅና ሰጠ እንደማለት ነው። 
አሁን ደግሞ ሰላሌ፣ፍቼ ፣ ወደ ወለጋ እየገባን ነው። አሁን ወደ 
ትግራይ፣ ጎንደር፣ መተከል አካባቢ ነው እንጂ የሌለነው ሁሉም 
ቦታ ላይ ራስ-አገዝ አሉ። እናም በዓመት አንዴ ተገናኝተን 
በኮንፍረንስ የደረስንበትን ሁኔታ፣ ሚያጋጥሙንን ችግሮች እና 
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Interview

እንዴት መፍታት እንደምንችል  እናወራለን። መንግስት ለሴት 
የሚሰጠው ከለላ ማነስም እንደ አንድ ማነቆ እንቆጥረዋለን። 
ሴቶች ጥቃት ደርሶባቸው ሲሄዱ እነሱን መውቀስ፣ ማንገላታት፣ 
እንዲሁም ብር መቀበል የመሳሰሉት የፍርድ ሂደቱን ያዛቡታል። 

6.	 የምትሰሩት	ሥራ	ከግብ	እንዲደርስ	የሚደግፋቹ	
አካል	ወይም	ሁኔታ	ምን	ይመስላል?		

አላማችን ከግብ እንዲደርስ የምደግፉን በመጀመርያ የማህበሩ 
እና የቡድን ሴቶች ናቸው። የማህበረሰቡ አካላት እና ሚዲያውም 
በተወሰነ ደረጃ ድጋፍ ያረጉልናል። ወደ መንግስት አካላት 
ስንመጣ፣ ብዙም ባይሆን፣ እንደ ሴቶች እና ሕፃናት እና የሰላም 
ፅህፈት ቤቱ ያለውን ነገር ተረድተው ለማገዝ ይሞክራሉ። ነገር 
ግን የሰው ኃይል ቶሎ ቶሎ ስለሚቀያየር ክፍተቶች ይፈጠራሉ። 
በዚህ ምክንያት ከሚንስትር መስርያ ቤቱ ተነስቶ እስከ ወረዳ 
ድረስ እንደ አዲስ ታሪካችነን ካላወራን ማንም የሚያስተናግደን 
አይኖርም። ከነዚህ በተጨማሪ ብዙ በአላማችን የሚያምኑ 
የተራድኦ ድርጅቶች እኛን ይደግፉናል። አሁን ከአመት በፊት 
ደግሞ ሲሀ ኔትዎርክ ከናንተ ጋርም አቀናጅቶን እንድንሰራ 
ረድተውናል። 

S TAY  T U N E D
There is more Addis Powerhouse 

on the way !

Follow us on
Twitter : @AddisPowerhouse

Instagram : @addispowerhouse
Facebook : Addis Powerhouse

https://twitter.com/AddisPowerhouse?s=09
https://instagram.com/addispowerhouse?igshid=w79yfotvmhg2
https://m.facebook.com/profile.php?id=111999273962341&ref=content_filter

